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বাজল ত ামার আললার তবন,ু মা ল তর ভুবন” 

“Bajlo Tomar Alor Benu, Matlo re Bhuvan” 

 

 

Dear Friends, 

First of all, we would like to extend our heartfelt Sharodia Greetings to you all. These are the few 

days each year when Bengalis all over the world come together and celebrate Durga Pujo with 

friends and family, with love and laughter, with peace and harmony. We are so fortunate to have 

such a close-knit family here far away from home and spend a couple of days together filled with 

joy and devotion. Like every year, Utsav Board of Directors and the Durga Puja Organizing 

Committee have arranged an elaborate program for the Puja and an accompanying cultural program. 

In addition, this year we have put together a small attempt in bringing out our own little magazine 

and are very pleased to announce the launch of Utso, a literary outlet of Utsav. It is easy to conceive 

an idea; but not always easy to execute it. So, we thank everybody who eagerly responded to the 

idea and helped to materialize it in a very short period of time in spite of busy schedules. Our 

sincere thanks to all the contributors! It is a joy to see how creative our community is; you are the 

real motivators for this endeavor! We acknowledge the support and encouragement from Utsav 

BOD and members and look forward to your continued engagement in the future. To our little and 

not-so-little ones: this is for you to enjoy and get inspired. We hope you will keep contributing to 

the future issues of the magazine and move this attempt forward.  

শারদীয়ার প্রীত  ও শুলভচ্ছা সহ 

Soma De  

(On behalf of Magazine Committee)      

Pritam Basu 

Reshmi and Pabitra Chakrabarti 

Indraneel Banerjee 

Arundhati Banerjee 

Poulomi Basu and Koushik Kar 

Sumit Bose 

Chandan De Sarkar 

Manasi and Sujit Dutta 

Sikha Dutta 

Bhaskar Sengupta 

Uttam Saha 
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Message from the President of Utsav 

Dear Members, 

 

Wish you, your family and your friends, a Happy, fun-filled, and joyous Durga Pujo! 

  

It has been a great and memorable year so far and as an organization, just like the past 10 years, we 

have accomplished a lot. Thanks to your generous support, cooperation, best wishes and volunteer 

efforts. With Durga Pujo 2015, Utsav’s existence, as our very own organization, would be counted 

in terms of decades. 

  

As we celebrate our graduation from “years” to “decades”, and as we celebrate the arrival of Ma 

Durga amidst us, it is indeed a pleasure to see that our own Utsav’s magazine "Utso" is seeing the 

light of day. It has been a tremendous effort from a dedicated editorial board, magazine team, a 

number of enthusiastic literary contributors, and above all Utsav members, to make this happen. 

This goes to show the breadth and depth of the cultural prowess that our members have. Great work 

here. 

  

We pray and hope that this humble beginning will be taken to greater heights in the coming years of 

the 2
nd

 decade. 

  

Thank you, enjoy the Pujo, with good food, fun, interacting with the member community of Utsav, 

and good reading! 

  

Sincerely, 

 

Asish Ghosh 

 

President and Director, Utsav 

 

On behalf of 2015 BoD 

 

Sangeeta Banerjee – Director 

Tiya Bhattacharya - Director 

Swapan Bhattacharyya – Vice President and Director 

Sumit Bose – Secretary and Director 

Asish Ghosh - President and Director 

Subrata Mukherjee – Treasurer and Director 

Partha Pramanick - Director 
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Sharodotsav - Ankur Senapati (Age 9) 

 

Autumn – Oishee Kar (Age 6) 
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কলকাতার দরু্গাপজু া 

আর্গদীপ্ত দদ  

আমম অজনকবার দুর্গা পুজ াজত কলকাতা দর্মি। দুর্গা পুজ ায় কলকাতা দর্জত আমার ভাজলা লাজর্ কারর্ বামির দলাক আর 

বনু্ধজদর সাজে ঠাকুর দদ জত পাই।  পাাঁ  মদন ধ্জর অজনক পযাজেল আর লাইটাং দদ জত পাই আর দরা  আইসমিম দ জত পাই! 

 

দুর্গাপুজ ার প্রেম মদন হজলা ষমি। আমম নতুন  ামা পজর পযাজেজল পযাজেজল ঘুজর ঠাকুর দদম । সজন্ধযজবলা রাইডস  মি, বনু্দক 

মদজয় দবলুন ফাটাই, আর অজনক  াবার  াই। 

 

পজরর মদন হজলা সপ্তমী। সপ্তমীজতও আমম নতুন  ামা পজর ঠাকুর দদ জত দবজরাই। এমদন রাস্তায় ভীি অজনক দবমি হয় দকননা 
সবাই ঠাকুর দদ জত দবজরায়। আমম মাি আর ম জকন মদজয় ভাত  াই। 

 

তৃতীয় মদন হজলা অিমী। আমম সকাজল ঘুম দেজক উজঠ, স্নান কজর, না দ জয় অঞ্জমল মদই।  অিমীর মদন মাি-মাাংস  াওয়া বারর্, 

তাই আমম লুম , দিালার ডাল, আলুর দম, ফুলকমপর তরকারী আর  াটমন  াই।  

 

তার পজরর মদন হজলা নবমী। নবমীর মদন আমম সময় পাাঁঠার মাাংস  াই। পজরর মদন পুজ া দিষ হজয় র্াজব বজল এমদন আমরা 
অজনক ঠাকুর দদম ।  

 

দুর্গাপুজ ার দিষ মদন হজলা দিমী। আমরা অজনজক মমজল লমর দত ঠাকুর মনজয় র্ঙ্গায় র্াই ঠাকুর ভাসান মদজত। ঠাকুর মবস গ ন 

মদজয় বামি মফজর আমম সবার সাজে মব য়া কমর - বিজদর প্রর্াম কমর, আর দিাটজদর আদর কমর। আর সব দিজলজদর সাজে 

দকালাকুমল কমর। দকালাকুমল করজত আমার  ুব ভাজলা লাজর্। আমায় অজনক মমমি দ জত দদয় মব য়ার পর। মমমি দ জতও আমার 

ভাজলা লাজর্ মকনতু পুজ া দিষ হজয় দর্ল বজল মন  ারাপ ও লাজর্।  

 

কলকাতার দুর্গাপুজ া দদ ার  নয আমম সারা বির অজপক্ষা কমর। এত সুন্দর পযাজেল, বি বি ঠাকুর আর লাইট  আমম আর 

দকাোও দদম মন। পুজ ার পাাঁ  মদন আমার  ুব আনজন্দ কাজট বামির দলাক আর বনু্ধজদর সাজে। 
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The World in my Eyes – Anushka Senapati (Age 5) 

 

 

We are happy that Dadan-Didan are here! - Mihika Sengupta (Age 4) 
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Where I’m From 

Aryadeepta De (Age 10) 

 

I am from mom in the kitchen, where you’ll find a great smell. 

I am from my educational parents, teaching me how to spell. 

 

I am from waking up at seven, just to have a game at twelve. 

I am from a big bedroom, with posters about myself. 

 

I am from a big family, which comes from very far. 

I am from my dad teaching me to be a great math star. 

 

I am from a traveling family, eating different types of food. 

I am from a tech-savvy family, one that’s never crude. 

 

I am from kind parents, who are always very nice. 

I am from a Bengali family that eats a lot of rice. 

 

I am from a family of very smart teachers, from English to science to math. 

I am from a childhood of my dad giving me a bath. 

 

I am from many friends, who never leave me behind. 

I am from a great family, always on time. 

 

I am from many festivals, all through the year. 

I am from having vacations far and near. 

 

I am from mom always checking my studies. 

I am from birthdays with many buddies. 

 

I am from picnics and bar-b-ques. 

I am from drinking my dad’s homemade juice. 

 

I am from Karate, soccer, but not much gym. 

I am from throwing the newspaper in the trash bin. 

 

I am from “Brush your teeth and go to bed”. 

I am from waking early and loving the color red. 

 

I am from “Eat your vegetables”. 

I am from eating lunchables. 

 

I am from going on a hike. 

I am from riding on my bike. 

 

I am from drinking chocolate milk after coming home from school. 

I am from liking building with Legos and not with tools.  
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Baby Steps into Winter..  – Mihita Bose (Age 9) 

 

 

Dream City – Anushree Chakrabarti (Age 9) 
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“THE WORLD WOULD BE A BETTER PLACE IF………..” 

Anushree Chakrabarti (Age 9) 

 

“The world would be a better place if 

people stopped right in the tracks of their busy 

lives and thought what consequences their 

actions would have”. The Balance in Nature is 

getting disturbed. The reason is people are 

over using the Natural Resources that God has 

given us. The human population has increased 

over the years because of advances in Medical 

Science. People now need more food to feed 

the growing population and more wood to 

build shelters for houses. 

 

As a result, forests are being cut and 

cleared but what is happening to the animals in 

the process? There are lots of people who are 

not finding enough space to build their homes. 

So they are clearing forests and building 

homes where animals live. But that is not 

right! Many animals are losing their habitats in 

this way. 

 

There are many ways in which animals 

are becoming endangered. People are 

overhunting fish and disturbing the natural 

balance in nature. There are already many 

animals in the sea that are becoming rare. 

Some people think whales are dangerous 

animals, but actually most whales are harmless 

to people. But sadly more and more whales are 

killed by men. 

 

Lots of species of animals like the 

giant pandas, elephants, rhinos, lions and 

tigers are losing their habitats and becoming 

endangered. As the number of tigers is getting 

lesser and lesser, people are realizing that they 

need to protect them, or else very soon they 

will become extinct. 

                            

In countries like India, protected forest 

areas or forest reserves are being created so 

that these tigers can roam about freely without 

the danger of being hunted. Tigers are being 

hunted for their beautiful skin which people 

sell to make money. 

 

In certain African Nations, the 

crocodile is being hunted for its skin. Its skin 

is used to make purses, bags and shoes. Rhinos 

and some deer or antelopes are being hunted 

down by people for their horns and antlers. 

Elephants are being killed for their ivory tusks. 

As these bigger animals are hunted, the food 

chain in nature is being affected. 

             

Day by day the endangered species list 

is getting bigger and the safe animal list is 

getting smaller. People are also polluting the 

environment which is endangering some 

animals. People have been filling garbage in 

places like swamps and marshes and damming 

rivers which affect most of the fishes and other 

aquatic animals. Factories are dumping their 

waste materials in lakes and rivers which is 

clogging them and killing the fishes. Many oil 

ships while transporting oil, spill them in the 

sea which is killing sea animals and fishes due 

to lack of oxygen. 

             

Sometimes some factories release 

poisonous gases in the environment by 

mistake. These gases go up in the atmosphere 

mix with water vapor and fall down as acid 

rain. This is very harmful for animals, plants 

and even people. They not only kill them but 

poison the ground water also.  

             

When some animals or plants arrive 

into a new habitat from a foreign place, they 

sometimes introduce diseases that the local 

animals or plants can’t fight. They are called 

“Exotic Species” and they can cause great 

harm. These Exotic Species even prey on the 

local animals and plants. 
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Did you know that Giant pandas, Polar 

Bears, Gorillas, Chimpanzees, Sharks, 

Cheetahs and Tigers are all endangered 

species? What can we people do to help 

protect these endangered species? 

             

My idea is that since many people 

don’t know that many animals and plants are 

becoming endangered, we can help spread 

awareness. If we read more, we can inform 

and teach more and more.  

             

Many countries have passed laws to 

protect their endangered animals and plants. 

This means anyone who breaks the law and 

kills any animals for their fur, skin or food, 

can be punished and put into jail. Some laws 

have forbidden people from hunting. Others 

restrict people from digging and developing 

land in order to make buildings and roads. 

             

In some places, huge forest areas have 

been created where animals can roam about 

freely and nobody would hunt them, as they 

are forbidden by law. These forest reserves 

have helped to save some endangered species 

like elephants and tigers. 

             

Our world is the most beautiful in the 

whole Universe and it is our duty to protect it. 

We must think before we do anything, as we 

have seen in the past, our mindless actions 

have caused great harm to animals and plants. 

People have also made some of them extinct 

and most of them endangered.  

             

Therefore, let us join hands to make 

our world a better place as  

 

“We are the world, we are the children,  

We are the ones to make a better place, so 

let’s start giving…….” 
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Fall 

Pallavi Datta (Age 10) 

 

Fall 

light drizzles and cool crisp air 

vibrant leaves rustle in the breeze 

the season of love and family 

 

Fall 

like the coziness of a book 

the spicy aroma of cinnamon and nutmeg  

a whole different world 

 

Fall 

deep like the sound of a cello  

the chirp of ravens, crows 

beautiful and lonely 

 

Fall 

scarlet, crimson, ruby leaves 

lovely in its flight 

start of the frosty eternity 

 

Fall 

chlorophyll gives way to color 

earthy and warm 

the colors of fire 

 

Fall 

bare branches 

the clear night sky full of stars 

the epic creation of mother earth  

 

Stars are... 

Pallavi Datta 

The stars are fireflies blinking and 
flashing through the night; 

The stars are golden sunbursts shining 

with radiance and light. 
 

The stars are ancient wishing stars 

bringing dreams to life; 
The stars are bravery, courage, 

fear, and strife. 
 

The stars are drops of rain, 

turning into streams; 
The stars are flashing lights which flow 

through glistening beams. 
 

The stars are primeval monuments, 
forming graceful arcs; 

The stars are wandering ideas, 
created by a spark. 

 
The stars are concealed secrets, 

told so long ago; 
The stars are flickering fireflies  

shining with a glow. 
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Session 

Aditya Chakrabarti 

 

As soon as 5 pm rolls by at the local 

soccer commons, every day, a lone, hooded 

figure can be seen getting off his bike and 

crossing the crowded parking lot towards the field 

at the far end of the commons. The commons is 

littered with an assortment of people who check 

off another activity in their daily lives. The 40 

year old man with the fluorescent green running 

shoes completes his 4
th

 lap. There is sweat 

dripping down his face and determination clearly 

depicted by his body language. He passes by a 

pickup Ultimate Frisbee match where the local 

high school robotics team can be seen engaging 

in the type of camaraderie that makes them such a 

strong unit. On a loose pull, the Frisbee sails 

towards a girl and her father who seem immersed 

in their little loop of throwing a softball back and 

forth. The lone figure takes in all of this as his 

feet crunches over the familiar patch of grass in 

front of a pair of stark white soccer goalposts. 

Shielded by a clump of bushes, this is his 

secluded haunting. He removes his soccer 

equipment, takes out his iPod and is lost to the 

world as he takes the first kick. As I take the first 

kick, I feel like I have come full circle. 

 

I walk up to the goalpost, touch the cold 

metal of the crossbar and run my hand across the 

peeling white paint. I then take exactly 20 steps 

backwards until I am in an appropriate range and 

place the weathered soccer ball on a dampened 

patch of grass and kick the ball hard. With a 

whooshing sound, the ball curves in an arc and 

ducks under the crossbar and into the net. 

 

It might seem like these sessions are all 

about soccer and getting better at the sport but 

instead, it is a method I have come to use several 

times in my life to overcome daunting obstacles 

in my life. I try to focus on exerting myself 

physically, thereby allowing a random firing of 

neurons in my brain that could eventually lead to 

solutions to a problem. These solutions are 

usually accompanied by a sense of crashing 

realization.  Over the years, several of these 

sudden epiphanies have hugely impacted my life. 

For example : while growing up in Bangalore, 

India, I could have taken the conventional option 

and have chosen Hindi or Sanskrit as my 

Language other than English (LOTE) instead of 

French in 7
th

 grade. Yet, choosing French was 

tremendously beneficial to me from a scholastic 

standpoint as I moved to America just three years 

later and already had some proficiency in a LOTE 

that was taught in American High schools. 

Secluding myself in this soccer field has been a 

foolproof way for me to make some momentous 

decisions in my life – Conceptualizing an idea for 

a research project that I would go on to devote 

nearly one and half years of my life, mentally 

preparing myself for a competitive exam or 

merely trying to figure out how to hide an ugly 

haircut before school the next day are some of 

them. These are the few cherished moments 

where I can compose my thoughts and plan ahead 

to tackle the various pressures of daily life.  The 

music I listen to is tailored towards helping me 

get into a rhythm. Almost in a trance, I kick the 

ball, retrieve it, and kick it again while slowly the 

lights dim around me. The insects of the night 

begin their incessant chirping. I take another kick 

that causes the ball to spiral over the crossbar and 

into some bushes, and with that, my trance is 

broken. I look up to see the silhouettes of dozens 

of people making their way to the parking lot 

under the orange glow of the setting sun. 

 

I decide to gather my stuff and join the 

rest of the world again, to re-immerse myself in 

the daily bustle of life and to spend time with my 

family and friends.  As I make my way home, I 

am armed with the knowledge that while no one 

has the solutions to all their problems, I at least 

know where to find them.
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Songbird Free 
 

Gaurab Banerjee 

 

I walk among my origins, 

Trapped in nature, I am free. 

And whilst here, no one is 

Distracting me. 

 

Pearly white against the clear aqua blue, 

Gliding along innocently. 

Does she know? 

She is known for her beauty. 

 

Still sinews, 

Black on orange 

Waiting, watching 

Nervously anticipating 

The fire of power inside. 

 

And while the tiger preys- 

In the field of yellow flowers, 

Lily streaks glint against the horizon 

As a lone mare gallops on towards… 

 

Back within the green, 

I spy a beaming doe- 

Her fawns behind her 

No danger ahead, 

I wonder, Why? 

For no reason, why must she scare? 

 

Amazed, I continue gazing at her 

We finish dinner and walk out. 

Under this twilight, what is left, 

But to— 
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"Amar Chokhe Dugga Pujo" (Durga Puja through my eyes) 

Madhumita Goswami 
 

So what is it about Durga Pujo that 

makes every Bengali nostalgic, happy and sad 

at the same time? Why do Bongs go crazy just 

thinking about Pujo? There’s a song that goes 

“Pujor gondho eshechhe….” That alone could 

sum up the kind of feeling that is associated 

with Pujo. And trust me, Pujor gondho is 

something that seems to be unheard of outside 

of Bengal. I mean we try to simulate the 

conditions, make do with every available 

resource and yet, there is always something 

missing. The core of Durga Pujo is the 

atmosphere, the throngs of people who make 

Durga Pujo so special. 

 

The highly charged atmosphere that 

almost beckons you to be a part of it, live it, 

feel it and be one with the feeling. The 

countdown probably begins a month in advance 

when shops stay open till late at night to 

accommodate customers with their shopping 

after office hours. You have to get new clothes 

and shoes. And you buy for all your near and 

dear ones. That is Pujo. You share your 

happiness with your loved ones. And during 

those five days everyone is out on the streets 

wearing the latest in ethnic and western wear. 

And of course by evening there are hundreds of 

women limping along thanks to the blisters 

caused by the new sandal. It’s all an integral 

part of “Thakur dekha”. Those days would be 

the shortest of the year. There were just so 

many things to do. Night-long pandal-hopping 

expeditions in rented cars, stuck in traffic for 

60 minutes and moving for five. Enjoying oily 

chicken rolls from street-side vendors. Getting 

my feet trampled on while trying to join the 

line at College Square. Gawking at the supreme 

level of artistry on display at the Mohammed 

Ali Park pandal. 

 

 

And even as I thirstily search the 

internet for a glimpse of my favorite pandals 

and Thakur, it is not the same as walking the 

streets of Calcutta from Ekdalia Evergreen to 

Hindusthan Park to Triangular Park and Samaj 

Sebi, from 23 Pally to Mudiali to Garia Naba 

Durga and spending hours at Maddox Square 

checking out the guys (and girls) and eating out 

every day and not having to work or study for 

those five days... 

 

My loved memories of a Durga Puja 

bhog include sitting within a row of such 

enthusiasts, ready to savour what is, in fact, a 

very simple meal. It is this culinary line-up that 

forms the core of the Bengali "Puja bhog", 

served as the dhak dhols drum up their 

invigorating rhythm, as young children dance 

before a benevolent goddess, as priests sway 

sinuously, almost intoxicated by the clouds of 

incense devotees spread before the idol, her 

features sharply etched even through the 

fragrant mist. 

 

I am missing it. I am missing "dhaker 

awaj", "dhunor gondho", the sweet autumn sun-

shine, I am missing my family. I am missing 

walking with my Baba around all the Pujo-

pandals. Even if I'm enjoying my bit here with 

the Bengali community (more a family than 

just a community) here in upstate NY, but still I 

want to see the pujo-chaos and prettily clothed 

people when I look out my window, because it 

means that everything is alright, just the way it 

is supposed to be. 

 

"Sharodiya priti o shubhechha" to all 

my family and friends around the globe. 

Hoping that your Pujo is slightly more exciting 

than mine. 
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The Quintessential Bangali! 

Madhumita Goswami 

 

In India every community is special, 

has some wonderful traits of its own, share a 

rich tradition and culture and all of them 

together have made this country a unique one. 

But, at the same time, each possesses curious 

idiosyncrasies. Let’s discuss some of the 

quiddities of Bengali's. 

 

• Every Bengali has a nickname. It can be 

weirdest at times when a 60-year-old lady is 

called “Khuku” (baby girl) by her close 

relatives and friends or a somber looking 

bespectacled Bengali gentleman suddenly 

responses to the name, “Bhuto”. And, not to 

forget, our universal “Dada” is Sourav 

Ganguly and “Didi”, Mamata Banerjee. 

 

• Time is an irrelevant factor to Bengalis’ and 

punctuality is a word seldom found in their 

dictionary. Don’t think your wrist-watch is not 

working when your Bengali friend says, “I’m 

coming back in just five minutes” and doesn’t 

show up for at least one hour. Another 

common way to tame time is, “aadh-ghonta 

dhore bolchhi 5 minute er modhyei jachchi” 

(For the last half-an-hour, I’m saying that I’ll 

be there in 5 minutes). 

 

• Bengalis love their heritage and culture. If 

even in Antarctica, more than 10 Bengali 

families are together by any chance, you are 

sure to find a Durga Pujo Pandal there with 

beautiful ‘bong babes’ cooking ‘bhog’ (prasad 

offered to the idol). 

 

• Football is a game that every Bengali 

understands even better than José Mourinho or 

Louis van Gaal! It is in their blood and though 

they feel shy to show their talent to the world, 

they never restrain themselves to criticize each 

and every wrong move of Neymar or Messi. 

 

 
• Bengali men are born intellectuals. They can 

help you understand everything from Game 

Theory to Goethe, from communism to 

deconstruction and everything on earth. You 

are sure to look at him with magnanimous 

respect and awe until his mother calls him up 

and says, “Babu, baaire boshe theko na, thanda 

lege jaabe” (Son, don’t sit there for long, 

you’ll catch cold). 

 

• A Bengali (girl or boy) is forever a kid to 

her/his mother. An ideal Bengali mother keeps 

on persuading her kids on drinking milk mixed 

with Horlicks instead of cha (tea) and, on 

wearing the monkey-cap covering the entire 

head, ears, and half of the face till the last day 

of her life. 
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• If you have no idea regarding the differences 

between a rajbhog and a roshogolla, aloo-kabli 

and aloo chat, Padma’r ilish and Ganga’r ilish 

and most importantly, ghoti and bangal, don’t 

ever dare to confront a Bengali on these issues. 

If you mistakenly do, you’ll be in a thick soup. 

 

• If you want to impress a Bengali girl, praise 

her father, her brother-in-law and gift her 

books; not the popular Chetan Bhagat or 

Durjoy Datta ones, that would ruin her 

impression about your choice. Go for Brecht, 

Kafka, Lorca, Nietzsche or at least Joyce. In 

case you are already feeling asphyxial by these 

names, play safe and buy a "Rabindra 

Rachanabali". 

• For non-Bengali girls, if you are in love with 

a Bengali guy, call his mother to learn the 

recipe of prawn "malaikari" and "shukto", try 

it and serve it with tearful eyes saying, “I 

know your mom cooks way better than me, but 

you see, I tried”, and see the magic! 

 

• Finally, as it is said, a Bengali can go out of 

Kolkata, but it’s never possible to take Kolkata 

out of her/his heart. 

 

The last but not the least, this post is not meant 

to demean or insult anyone. Everything stated 

here is in good humor and must be taken with 

a half-serious attitude.

 

 

I have got the blues  

Sikha Datta (10/04/05) 

 

You used to have a blue shirt, which I hated; 

Even, the buttons were of linoleum blue! 

‘cause blue is a canvas of empty promises, shattered dreams 

and, the tension of the morning fog suffocating the morning dew. 

Blue made me miss the clouds, the thunder, 

and the lightening daggers; 

in an action packed drama, staged by an adrenalin crew! 

Stars could come and go, wouldn’t mean a thing to me 

I was determined to ignore, the shameless, 

drunken, pathetic miles and miles of blue. 

But, when the door slammed behind; 

I have realized; I would miss the blue on you! 

 

I didn’t have a bias to hate the Blue, till I figured it out; 

it carried a message; that something bad was going to happen! 

blue was too good to be Blue! 

It reminded me of feverish chill and 

growing molds, on the beer can on my window sill; 

hissing on a touch; in a patch of dark Prussian blue! 

Blue made me feel like nothing; when an adamant ocean 

would rise up necking a mountain, or a terrain of blockades 

on a mission, to see me face down on a flowing hydrain! 

But, when the random raindrops caught me off guard, 

they reminded me of ignored teardrops, 

I needed to work on, exhausting my blues for you. 
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Mountain Messiah 

Pabitra Chakrabarti 

 

Madikeri is a small, beautiful town at 

the foothill of the Western Ghats. I had made 

several trips to this hill station during my long 

stay in Bangalore and found its cuisine and 

other attractions quite fascinating. So when 

this place was finalized for our Offsite, I was 

very happy.  

 

We started from Bangalore after 

breakfast and reached our resort at about 4.30 

pm. First night’s events were to begin after 

dinner and we had the evening free for 

ourselves. ‘Welcome drink’ and light 

refreshments were served. We sought out our 

own comfort groups and gathered around 

foldable tables set up on the lawn.  The tired 

Summer Sun cast long shadows on the velvet 

grass. Sweet and spicy aroma of the dinner 

delicacies came wafting from the kitchen.  Our 

conversation veered around several topics and 

then someone in our table – either Anita or 

Shweta - mentioned the reputation of ‘Coorg 

honey’, a local farm-grown product. I knew 

this and could vouch for the same. In fact, 

every time I had come here earlier, I had taken 

some good stuff home.  

 

The idea caught on and some of us 

wondered whether we should make a trip to a 

village nearby and collect some good honey 

for people at home. The Resort manager 

informed that pure honey, certified and sealed 

in airtight jars, can be purchased from the 

government counter at the bus stand. That’s on 

the other side of the hills, some 40 minutes’ 

drive from the resort. Great! But how do we go 

there? Being the wonderful host he was, the 

Resort manager lent us his own motorcycle. 

Neel, my genial colleague, joined me 

enthusiastically. As we rode out, the task was 

very clear: go to the bus stand, pack enough 

for eight of us and get back soon. 

 

That was the first time I was driving a 

bike on a mountain road. A common traveler 

like me can hardly describe the evening beauty 

of Coorg. Soft golden rays of the setting Sun 

bathed the mountains and crowned their peaks 

as they joined the rising stars and the universe 

beyond in a song celestial. Passing by, we 

enjoyed our journey. Crisp, fresh air caressed 

our hands and faces. A harmony of natural 

sounds rose from the depth of the forest and 

slowly filled the soundscape. Neel and I 

marveled at the deep gorge and the picturesque 

valley fading out on our right. We took turns 

and shared jokes, office gossip and interesting 

other trivia.  

 

The purchase at the bus stand was an 

endearing victory. Folks at the counter were 

most cheerful. Seeing our interest and 

enthusiasm, they vowed to better Bangalore 

hospitality. They took special care and packed 

the glass jars in extra layers. Finally, eight 

such jars were placed in a sturdy, open-top 

carton. Happy with our conquest, we started 

back for the resort. There were so much more 

coming up and the beautiful evening was only 

young! 

 

The tortuous road and the nature 

around embraced us in affection. We were 

their guests only for an evening and they knew 

that. As darkness descended slowly, the 

shadows of the trees closed in … as if to 

whisper about something imminent. The valley 

overheard that, shuddered and veiled herself 

somewhere far below … as if in fear. 

Unmindful, the bright headlight of our bike 

showed the way back and we merrily 

followed.  

 

I was at the steering and Neel, riding 

the pillion, was balancing the carton placed 

between two of us. That’s when it happened. 
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As we turned round a hair-pin bend and eased 

the handle out on a straight, long stretch, the 

light cone swept from left to right and then 

slowly settled in the middle … to shine on 

‘THAT’. (As I write this, I get the goose 

bumps). A gigantic, eight-foot tall creature 

with matching rotund girth stood in the middle 

of the road. It had the contour and round eyes 

of a jungle owl - top-heavy and wild. But 

thinking again, it could very well have been a 

huge human-like figure, cloaked in an overall.  

 

Our hearts sank, we lost our voice. It 

was one of those moments when neither fight 

nor flight happens. I could keep my hands 

steady only because of Neel’s presence. ‘This 

creature is blinded by the sudden light’, I 

reasoned with the last surviving ounce of 

sense, ‘and we shouldn’t do anything to stir its 

colossal stillness’. As we rolled on 

involuntarily, we realized that we’d graze past 

the creature through a narrow gap it allowed 

on the hill-side of the road.  

 

Did I close my eyes, did Neel squeeze 

my shoulder, did we hold our breath silent as 

we crossed the figures? ‘Can’t recall at all. All 

I can recall are an eerie silence and a 

momentary dip into a cold void. And then at 

the last moment, the creature moved. It 

stretched one of its fore-limbs and reached 

between Neel and me. A soft brush with that 

mist of darkness sent chills down our spines. 

 

Needless to say, Neel and I were silent 

through the rest of our journey. With shaking 

legs and sweating palms, we just managed to 

hold ourselves together and ride into the 

portico of the resort. Seeing us back, people 

came up, sorted their stuff out and went back 

happy. Drinks, dinner, bonfire and dance 

unfolded to others in the merriment of night, 

while Neel and I remained two distant 

spectators, half in trance.  

 

Past that weekend, I met Anita near the 

water cooler. Sensing the question on my face, 

she exclaimed: “what luck yaa! The bottle 

broke in my bag and the honey spoilt all my 

clothes. … And you know what? Shweta’s 

honey fully curdled. Only some liquid watery 

stuff was left in her bottle”.  

 

I tip-toed back to my place before she 

could ask me anything. My honey didn’t spill 

or curdle. It froze into a yellow chunk of wax. 

Somehow, I have a feeling that not a drop in 

those jars was meant for human tongues.  
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 ীবন যদু্ধ 

প্রদীপ মুজ াপাধ্যায় 

                     ীবন রজের অজনক পে 

                    দকাজনাটা দ্রুত, দকাজনাটা শ্লে 

                    দকাজনাটা কঠিন, দকাজনাটা নরম 

                    দকাজনাটা অজনক, দকাজনাটা বা কম 

                    ভাবজত, ভাবজত, বুঝজত, বুঝজত 

                    পজের র্জুদ্ধ র্ুঝজত র্ুঝজত 

                    ক্লামি আজস, ক্লামি আজস  

                    অবসাজদ মজনর মজধ্য ভ্রামি আজস। 

 

                    তাই বজল মক পামলজয় র্াজব? অন্ধকাজর হামরজয় র্াজব? 

                    বুজকর মজধ্য সমস্ত দম  

                    উ াি কজর দদবার আজর্ই, হঠাৎ কজর ফুমরজয় র্াজব? 

 

                    পে  লজব পজের মতন, দর্াজলাকধ্াাঁধ্াাঁয় এমদক দসমদক 

                    দতামার তীজরর দিষ মনিানা রা জত হজব দকবল সঠিক 

                    র্তই আসকু ঝজির বাধ্া একলা রাজত, একলা কাাঁদা 
                    দ াজ র  জল ঝাপসা হওয়া, দতামার পজের নানান ধ্াাঁধ্া 
                    মিাঁিজত হজব দ-ুহাত মদজয় – দতামার দবামা, দতামার িুমর 

                    িুাঁিজত হজব বীজরর মতন – বাধ্া র্াজত র্ায় গাঁমিজয়।       

 

                    দতামার র্ুদ্ধ দতামার একার – আাঁধ্ার মিাঁ জি আজলা দদ ার 

                    দতামার সৃমি, দতামার ধ্বাংস, দতামার দপ্রজমর একটা অাংি 

                    দমলাও র্মদ পজের বজুক –  

                    পে দতামাজক আদর কজর দপৌাঁজি দদজব দিজষর ঘজর 

                    পজের কাাঁটাই বাাঁিী হজয়, পে দ নাজব অনয সজু ।   

                    তবুও র্মদ ভয় দপজয় র্াও, হঠাৎ র্মদ একা লাজর্ 

                    আমায় দডজকা সবার আজর্ –  

                    আমার মত সামানযর এক হাজতর দিাাঁয়ার র্াদুর পরি 

                    হয়জতা দতামায় মদজতও পাজর, আজলা দদ ার অজনক সাহস।।  
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হঠাৎ দদখা 

প্রদীপ মুজ াপাধ্যায় 

পারজল একটু  া টা দাদা ভাাঁজি দদজবন 

দদবার আজর্ র্রম  জল ধ্জুয় দনজবন 

আপন মজন  াজয়র  ুমকু র্রম ভাাঁজি  

হঠাৎ একটা হাজতর দিাাঁওয়া, আমার ঘাজি। 

 

তামকজয় দদম  হালকা দ না, অজ না মু  

মু গজলাজক গমলজয় দফলাই আমার অসু  

উজদার মপমে বুজধ্ার ঘাজি  াপজত োজক বাজরবাজর 

এজলাজমজলা মাো  ালাই অন্ধকাজর – 

                

“ম নজত পাজরা?” বলজল তুমম ম ুমক দহজস 

অজনক দভজব, মু টা মজন পিল দিজষ  

নাম মজন দনই, মজন আজি দ না ভঙ্গী  
আজর! এজতা আমার লযাাংজটাজবলার দ লার সঙ্গী   
এক সজঙ্গ ওঠা বসা, 
একই সজঙ্গ ধ্জুলা, কাদা মা ামাম   

মাঝ াজনজত অজনক বির হামরজয় দর্জি কাজলর দরাজত 

দিাট দেজক বি হজয়, এবার বুজিা হজত হজত –  

ম রকাজলর হামরজয় র্াওয়ার আজর্ই আবার হঠাৎ দদ া  
দনভার আজর্ দর্মন প্রদীপ  ামর্জয় দতাজল আজলার দর া । 

          

দকমন আমি?  ানজত তুমম  াইজল আমার হাতটা ধ্জর 

মনস্কম্প সৃ্মমতর পাহাি, উঠল বজস নজি  জি –  

                   

ভাাঁজির  া-টা দিষ হজয়জি কজব ক ন 

দ য়ালই দনই আমরা এতই র্জে মর্ন 

হাতঘমিজত তামকজয় দদম , রামি ত ন দিটা বাজরা 
লামফজয় উঠি দিষ ট্রাজমজত, অজনকটা পে র্াজবা আরও ।। 
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এ কমবতার নাম  ামন না ….. ধ্রা র্াক কমবতার নাম 

 

“অননবগাণ”।।  

বীজরন্দ্র চজটাপাধ্যায় 

তার ঘর পুজি দর্জি 

অকাল অনজল 

তার মন দভজস দর্জি 

প্রলজয়র  জল 

তবু দস এ জনা মু   

দদজ   মকায় 

এ জনা দস মাট দপজল 

প্রমতমা বানায় 

 

 

Don’t know the name of this poem ….. Let 

me render it as 

“The Unvanquished”  

Birendra Chattopadhyay 

English Rendition: Bhikshu Gautam 

Fire destroyed 

His only refuge 

Mind inundated 

In the deluge 

Still the faces 

Captivate him 

Still unvanquished 

He dares to dream 

  

(My apologies for not rendering the poem as 

gender neutral) 
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                বণগজচারা  
                            

 
নীজ র িব্দগজলা প্রজতযকটর একট বর্গ/রু্ক্তাক্ষর লুপ্ত। র্োর্ে বর্গ/র্ুক্তাক্ষর দর্ার্ 
করজত হজব িব্দ পূর্গ করজত। প্রজতযকট িব্দ দরু্গাপুজ ার সজঙ্গ  মিত।  

 
 
                  ১   -  ৎ ব স দ ু

                  ২   –  য়ী ন ম আ 

                  ৩   -  নী   মব ন 

                  ৪   -  হা মী ম স 

                  ৫   -  র্ মর ি ম 

                  ৬   -  অ হা মল ম 

                  ৭   -  না ন্দ তৃ ব 

                  ৮   -   া প প্র মি 

              ৯   -  ল্ব ব মব প 

                ১০  -  ত র্া র ম ৃ

                  ১১  -  ন ু  ম  না 
                  ১২  -  না  া মর ল 

                  ১৩  -  য আ মত দল 

                  ১৪  -  মভ অ ন ন  
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নিল ধ্রা 

প্রীতম বসু 

                       মবদঘুজট কমবর্র্ ঘুটঘজুট আাঁধ্াজর 

                       কমবতার মমল দ াাঁজ  রাজত বন-বাদাজি। 
                       হযামরজকন হাজত মনজয় দঝাজপ মাো ঢুমকজয় 

                        ুাঁজ  দদজ  মমলগজলা আজি দকাো লুমকজয়। 
                       মমল োজক মঝাঁ মঝাঁ ডাজক, টুপটাপ মিমিজর 

                       কান দপজত দ াাঁজ  কমব সদা মদবা-মনমিজর। 

                      মমল োজক িজব্দজত, মমল োজক িজন্দ 

                       মবদঘুজট কমব  াজন মমল োজক র্জন্ধ 

                       দসা ামমল, দর্াাঁ ামমল মমজলমমজি বজর্গ 
                        িা মি কজর োজক  াদ দর্ন স্বজর্গ 
                       তালর্াজি মমল োজক তালমমল পামকজয় 

                        ট কজর ধ্জর দফলা এত দসা া নামক দহ! 
                       মমল োজক মর্ডাজল আবডাজল আিাজল 

                       দমায়া নামক এজস র্াজব হাত ামন বািাজল! 

                       মন মাজত ম জভ আর মমল দ জ  দজি 

                       তাই কমব  ুাঁজ   জল মমলজি দক অজি। 
                       মস্তজক মমল কভু োজক নাজকা বন্দী 
                       মবদঘুজট কমব  াজন র্রমমল ফমন্দ 

                       তাই হাজত  ুজল দরজ  কমবতার  াতা দস 

                       মবদঘুজট কমব দভাজর মমল দিাাঁজক বাতাজস 

                       মমল দপজল  টপট মলজ  দফজল পদয 
                       মবদঘুজট কমবজদর দল া অনবদয ।। 
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From  

All of Us at Utsav 

 

 
 

Thank You 
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